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SUMdARY 

. . 

N.A.C.A. models 74, 
i 

74-A, and 75 mere tested in the 
N.A.C.A. tank to determine their hydrodynamic properties 7 
and in the N.A.C.A. 20-foot wind tunnel to determ;tne their 

-_ ._ 

aerodynamic properties. The forms of these models nero 
derived from that of a solid of revolution having a low- 
air drag, and the departures from the form of this lcn- 
drag body mere the minimum considered to give satisfactory 

- 

take-off performance. Xodel 74 has a rounded bottom.nith 
flared chines, a transverse step with a small fairing aft 
of it, and a pointed afterbody. Model 74-A has the same 
form except for the removal of the fairing aft of the step. -A- 

Model 75 has a pointed step and a horizontal afterbody de- 
rived from the form of the N.A.G.A. model 35 series. 

I 
The models mare tested 2n the tank freeito-trim and 

at fixed trim according to the general method. The gener- 
al test data from the tank are presented in the form of 
resistance and trimming-moment coefficients against trfn. 
The mind-tunnel results are given as drag coefficient 
against trim.- The take-off gerformancos of models 74-A 
and 75 are c,ompared by take-off calculationti'for a hgso- 
thetical seaplane having 250,000 pounds gross.seight. - --- ---.A- _ 2 

. 

w 

When compared on the basis of equal volumes, each of 
the models has a lower aerodynamic drag than any model of 
a conventional hull tested in the 20-foot mind tunnel. 

. Model 74-A has lower drag than motiel 75 but Eodel 75 has . .- 
lover resistance at high speeds on tho.nater arid better -- 
take-off performance for the hypothetical seaplane inves- 
tigatod.. The aerodynamic refinemeAt leads to. hi.gh water -,' 
resistance at certain combipations of trim and load, ,but .- 
satisfactory take-off performance can bo attained by proper 
control of the trim, 
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INTRODUCTION 
i, 

The aerodynamic drag of conventional flying-boat hulls 
is from 75 *to 150 percent greater than that of an airship 
ferm having the same frontal area (reference 1). This 
high drag is relatively unimportant where, as has commonly 
been the case, it is a small part of th-e total drag of the 
seaplane, but, with the high wing loadings associated with 
very large flying boats, it may easily be as much as 25 
percent of .the total drag. For such aircraft, a sfzeable 
reduction in hull drag mill have a large favorable effect 
on the flight performance,. 

Unfortunately, the form oethe hull is influenced by 
considerations which conflict with that of lam aerodynamic 
drag. Any reduction in drag obtainod simply by reducing 
tho size of the hull is limited by the sqallost size nec- 
essary for adaquato seanorthiness, suitable tako-off por- 
formance, and space for apcomnodation of the useful load. 
Reduction in drag by aerodynamic refinement:of the form 
can be carried only to the extent beyond which the alloma- 
ble nat-er performance is impaired, The l:imitations of the 
size are determined by the intended service and thrust 
available;..those of the form must be found by experiment. 

, 
- 

A general program having for i.ti purpbse -ihe develop- 
ment of low-drag forms of hulls suitable for high-perform- 

_ ante flying boats ,and the provision of systematic design 
data regarding such fDorms is being undertaken by the Com- 
nittoe. As an exploratory stoD to determine the possiblb 
value and scope of this program, tmo models with nhat a- 
mere consfdered the minimum of do.partures from a stroamw 
line body cgnmensurate, mith satisfactory wator,porforn- 
ante have been tasted in the i?.A.C.A, tank and in the 
N.A.CA. 20-foot wind tunnel. The data from the tests are 
reported at this time as an, aid in dosign studios for fly- 
ing'boats innhich. tho drag of the hull is an inportant 
considoratlon.. 

DESCRIPTION OF MODH:LS 

11 eurvey‘of tho ,forns of successful flying-boat hulls 
fndicatos that tho best shape of tho basic streanlino form 
from which a low-drag -hull may be dorived will differ from 
that of an airship in thQ following particulars: The bas- 
iC form should have a more forward posItion of -tho.maximun 
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-r ordinate and a greater fineness ratia.than the aTrship 

form in order that the planing surfaces and the tail 8x1 
tension can be properly proportioned. The basic form 

- should have more volume formard for seamprthiness and a 
finer form aft to mfnZmize interference with-spray.. The 
after end of the basic form must be raised to provide 
satisfactory clearance,cf the tail.extension on the water 
and an elevated support for the tail surfaces.: 

The fcrms-of N.A.C.A. models 74 and 75 .tiere therefore 
based on an arbitrary solid of revolution mfth a fineness 
'ratio of 7,-22, the maximum ordinate at 30 percent of the 
length, and the prismatic coefficient 0.606. The axis of 
revolution Tvas curved upward aft to give the minimum ClQar- G 
Qnce of the tail thought to be necessary. The longitudi- z 
nal distribution of the volume of this basic form is com- 
pared in figure 1 Tit-h that of a typical lola-drag fuselage - 
form, N,A.C.A. form 211 (reference 2), and of two typical 
airship forms. 

The lines.of the mcdels are shown in figures 2 and 3, 
and the correspondfng offsets are given in tables 1 and 

- 

II. Model 74 has a rounded bottom c1o~ael.y folloning the 
. 3 shape of th2 bas'lc fern, a shallom transverse step, and a 

pointed aftarbody. This fern has a fairfng--aft of the 
step shonn in f9gure 2. After prelfmlnary tank tests, the 
fairing nas ramtjvzd in an. attempt t.o improve the tiater 

l characteristics, and the altered mddel was designated mod- .- 
el 74-A. - -4 ' 

, Model 75 has a form derived from N.A.C.A. model 35 
-. 

--a (reference 3), the chsracterist,ic.po%ntad step and great 
afterbody clearance of this form being used to obtain 10-w 

* 'resistance at high planing speeds.. The bon is lfke that 
of model 74-A, but the rounded bottom,fornard gradually 
changes to,a V-bottom and keel near the step. Unlike t&e 
form of model 35, the afterbody chine fades out at a p'obt ~ 
nearly above the step and the height of the vertical side 
above the forebody.chfne is reduced to a&most z-e?%. --:Lz 

The trim, in the hydrodynamic data, apd the angle of 
pitch, in the aerodynamic data, are the angle between the 
model base lfnes and the horieontal. 

1 

‘.u ’ 

Photographs of the models showing detafls of the 
forms of the bottoms are given infigures 4. nndS5. The 
models are made of laminated mahogany an&.mere CarcfUlly 

i. ., 

finished with several coats of pigmented varnish. 
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In the dorivatioq.of the hu.lLlfnes, the depa.rtures 
from the basic form me.re kept;as;small: a's mere' thought' 
possible for satisfactory tvater performance. .The, plan 
forms o.f. the models,Fvc.re hold the same as that of the bas- 
ic form, and other changes were made wholly outside and 
below the circular sections of the basic fo,rm.' Tp'ho lines 
arQ thoroforo usoful for cases in which the interLor fs to 
be supercharged for. passengercomfo.rL.at J-+i,g& altLtudes, 
the basic form becoming the pressure cabin* In h 5h mod- 
els, the chinos at the bow mere located indiagonal planes 
through,the axis of the basic form to ninifif,zc the flow 
across them at low angles of attack. I , . . . 

,HYDRODYNAMIO TGSTS : 

Apparatus and Procedure 

The models werQ tested in the N.A.C.A. tank (rofer- 
ence 4) using the towing gear described 3n referon,cs 5.' 
The tests were made in October-1937, immediately after the 
towing carriage had been rebuilt for high-speed oporatfon 
butbofora rather sovoro vibration caused by QCCantriCfty 
of the rvho:ols and tires had bQcn eliminated; This vibra- - 
tion introduced some Qrrors into the data taken above 25 
feet pan sscond because of the added difficulty in reading 
and recording moan values. Those errors more reduced as 
much as possible in tho fairing of tho curvee. 

The mode.ls were first tested free-to-trim at onQ as--, 
sumed value of gross load and get-away speed, the load on 
the 7vater being adjusted by.the hydrofoillift 'devics'da- 
scribed in referance 4. In thQsQ tQStS, the MOdQls' WQrQ 
pivoted about GhQ centers of moment shown in.figuras 2 and 
3 and were balanced vQrtica1l.y and horizontally about thQ 
pivot. Goneral t.ests at fixled trim wvere then 'made o.ver a 
range of s.Doed.s, loads, and trims intended to include all 
Useful combinations Of thQsQ variables. .- 

The measured resistance includes the aerodynamic drag 
of the mod&l. The values of- trfnming~.moment likew7i.e in- 
clude any aerodynamic moment o'f the m-ode1 a.nd the .values 
of load include that carried by any aerodynamic lift of the 
model. These aerodynamic forces are considered to be neg- 
ligible. but are properly included when the test results 
arQ intended for design calculations. 

., I ,. . 

. 
5 

n 

c 

P 
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Results and Discussion 

The results of the tank tests are given in the f.qrm 
of the usual nondinensfonal coefficients definod as fol- 
lorvs: 

. - 

'Resistance coefficient, CR = R/ml3 

Load coefficient, CA = A/mb3 

Speed coefficient, CT = V/Jgb 

Lt!rimming-moment coefficient, %J = M/mb4 

where R is resistance, lb. 

A, load, lb. z 

v, speed, f.p.e. - 

M, trEnming moment, lb.-ft. 

b, maximum beam, ft. 

m, specific meight of mater, lb./cu. ft. 

g9 acceleration of gravity? 32.'2 ft./sec.s 
. .A 

.F 

-a 

Any other consfstent system of units may be used to 
.form'these coefficients.' . ,. _. ,. 

# -.- -7 ! . 
Free-.torfrim.- 

. - :L 
Jhe ,.results.- 0.f' tne 'free-to-tijim t&s-t9 

.-u-P-- . * 
-- 

for 'a .typica~:.co,~ditfpn of lca.d$ng :are plbtt~ed iii% figure 
-- 

6. ' In this, figure rnodei:..~~-~..~a~,~~lorne~~ reiilstance at Inm 
.- 

speed$.although it trims"hfgher. *he- '&i&mum J.. -- I 
model 7.4-A at th.e hump speed is 'abcut‘4.7, 

A/R of 
and, If the 

sharp peak at the hump'. f,o.r.'. mo.del 75 can be--.con;s>dered as. 
having: little adverse gffect pn -t&e take-off; t;ie nininun 
A/;R . o,f node1 75 is apg:roximatelythe %ane,. !L%e-%rim bf 
node1 7'5 at *high szeeas is .toq 10~7,. and hence its resist- 

. ante is nuah, hlghor. It v.glJ~be.~shomn later, hotieter, 
that the rosistaxa at best trim 09 codol 75..nt'th'ose 
speeds is lcrrar t.kan.that of,ri'ddel 74-A; hence the cornpar- 
ison at high speeds in this figure i's.'c-f no ~lm-portanc%- if 
it is assumed that the trim for 'bot'h~mod'cls $11 5e prop- 
orly controlled. , - .-I -- ..:.-. - r-- 

.- 

-- 

Zree-td-trim tests of model -74.nore 'tidf mado at the 
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initial load used rrith models 74-A and 75 but correspond- 
ing data deduced from the preliminary goneral tests of 
this nodol indicated that the fairing of the step shown in 
figure 2 had a negligible effect on the free-to-trim re- 
sistance up to a speed coefffcient of 4.0. 

Tygical photographs of t3.e models taken during the 
froo-to-trim tests are given in figures 7 and 8. If any- 
thing, model 74-A ran cleaner than model 75.at low speeds 
but, as may be seen from tho figures, the differo-nces in 
tha height and the volume of objectionable spray are small. 
The aftor ends of--both models VQre vetted at low spoods 
and a lower position of the tail to obtain a further ro- 
duction in aorodynanic drag does not appear to be dosira- 
blo. Modal 75 has a higher roach aft of thQ tail than 
doos nodol 74-A but the pictures fndicato that tail sur- 
faces located above the deck line and forwarh of' the after 
perpendicular mill be clear of spray from the afterbody in 
either case. . . 

The low born resulting from the clo$o Ldherenco to the 
streamline form is heavily wetted at very slam spoods. 
The objectionable flon around"it rapidly .disappears as the 
speed and-the trim increase, and at hump speed its form 
should have a negligi;bl'o .Qffeat on the'.:sbray formation ox- 
cept in extrenely heavy seas. AS a part of the general 
program, it is planned to obtainsone .qualitative inforna- 
tion on the behavior of such forms of bow in short choppy 
waves. . h 

- 
c 

General tegts.- ----- The most important use of general 
test, data is considered to be in calculattng the take-off 
performance of hulls derived from model lines for specific 

' design problems. By.this means, the relative mer'it 'of 
different hull forms may .be determined and changes in size 
or in the aerodynamic' characteristics'of the seaplane may 
be evaluated in terms of tfme and distance of-take-0f.f or 
overload capacity. 
and.75. (figs. 

The general test data of models 74-A 
9aand 10) are therefore presented in the 

-f-orm of resistance and. t'rimming-moment coefficients against 
trim for. selected speed coefficients. This form of plot 
has been found to be more directly applicab1.e in perform- 
ing the calculations than the usual plots against speed 
coefficients because the water .resistance at a given speed 
is a function of the tkim, which is i'n turn a function-of 
the trimming moments acting. - L. 

The arrangement of the data. in'this form immediately 
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‘* 

broadens the scope of the general test in determining the 
effect -of parameters influencing the take-off performance. 
At low speeds where the water forces are predominant, the 
hull ie:usually assumed to be free-to-trim; that is,, the 
hydrodynatic moment about the assumed center of gravity is 
zero and the sum of the aerodynamic moments is zero. For 
the centers of moment used in the tests, this condition 
is found where the curves of trimming-moment coefficient 
cross zero and is represented by the dotted lines crossing 
the curves of resistance coefficient in the figures. For 
other positions of the center of gravity, the trim is sin- 
ply the value for which the trimming-moment coefficie-nt 
*referred to the center of moments is equal and opposite in 
sign to that of the weight with respect to the center of 

- 

moments. Similarly, the effect of the large negative 
thrust moment existing in present-day flying boats or the 
effect of a control nomcnt from the elevators can be de- 

- 

ternined. Tho effect of elevator force in changing the 
load on ,the water can be included, although the accuracy- 
of the data applying to the full-size hull does not usually 
justify such precise computation. -1 

L 
At high speeds, where,the aerodynamic forces predomt,- 

nate, the trim is:usually determined by the aerodynamic mo- 
ments and can be controlled at.will by the pilot. l7or 
design purposes, the desirable procedure in this case is 
to assume that the,p$lot will use the trim at which the 
total resistance is a minfmun in order to make the short- 
est take-off. . -- 

. ..----. -- -- - 
The minimum mater resistance and the trim at which it 

occurs are indicated in figures 9 and 10 by the soled 
lines crossing the curves of resistance coefficient that 
have definite minimum points. The corresponding values of 
trimming-moment coefficient are found from the loner curves 
of the figures. These values at various load coefficients 
are plotted against speed coeff$.cient In figures 11 to 14 
and.their use in take-off calculatfons is.doscribed fn 
reference 6; .. . . 

It has commonly been assumed that the trim for mini- - 
mum water resistance is substantially the same as that 
for minimum total resistance; this assumption proved valid 
in the earlier cases investigated. aith the high,wing 
loadings and.the'high get-away speeds of large seaplanes, 
however, it is not necessarily true at the stalling speed 
and beyond; hence the .data of figures ll'to 14 do not al- 
ways apply for obtaining the shortest take-off. A nore 
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satisfactory apBroach to the best tLk.e-off may be made by 
calculating the total resi'stance'at several constant trims 
in the high-speed .range and determi-ning,the best tr2m from 
the lower envelope of the family of curves thus obtained. 
At speeds greater than stalling speed, the best trim may 
become greater than that-for minimum water resistance. 
The methods of callculation using the test data in figures 
9 and 10 are described in more-detail in the soctlon on 
take-off performance. 

The most favorable angle of wing setting compati.ble 
with the trim of the hull at cruising speeds may be found 
in a similar manner. -The lowest total resista- at sev- 
eral wing settings is calculated and plotted agagnst speed. 
The best setting is thereby found over the range of speeds 
from hump to get-away rather than at one arbitrary speed. 
For very hirgh wing loadings'.,, t-he-best. wing setting fs usu- 
ally higher than can be used fur bes.t,,,,flight performance 
and .the actual setting wIl~,,t'herefore bs'determined by the 
allowable tr%m .in flight'.,' : '. 

" . ' .- -- . 
Sticking;.- The tests showed th,at the F.erfor-mance of -. .--- 

the models -is unsatlsfactcry at. cs'rtain combinations of 
trim, spe ed, , and load that."might be. encountered in some 
applicat,ions Qf,the. $ines. .&!odel. 74-A has. a ."worst,.trim" 
condition,at li&hf"loads and'speed coeffi.6ien$s above.4.5, 
in.which'the.:afterbody,is approximately para&lel,.to the!* 
free-natei surface.' The effect on resistance'is shown tn 
figure 9 at Cv = 5.0. At 5' trim, the curves for CA = 
0.05 and G.1 are norma.1, corre~~.o:ndi,n~.:t6: the~.u%ual s-pra,y 
patt-e-rn a'i'ou& the afterbody. As the trim 'is :increased ;. 
the fl'oti:-sud.den?y. iovcre 'the. entfre ,.a,fterbody 'bott-o'm, re-. 
sulting 'ina, vertical instability and t;hie 'hIgh"re'sistance, 
shown in the'fi.gure.9. ,Purt-hsr incre'&& in-t?Im' brings the 
forebody clear of the.'water and .the,r,esistance -and general 
behavior 'become 'normal for a mode& runiling' only on-the -.* 
afterbody. At 

7 
=5-;5, the. ~&@a, jjhZnlomenon:occurs for 

the next heavier oad coefficient at 8' trim. e Similar 
tendencies persist at higher speed coefficients, 

'. 
'This abnormal behavior is attributed to the round 

cross sections forward and aft'of'the step and to insuffi- 
cient depth of ,&.tep,' both'fea,tures.of the form being tho 
result of extreme aerodynamic refinement. If t-h.o aerody- 
namic drag is to be kept tis J.p.w..cq possible., t-ho:cnndition 
can readily be avoided by"'prop“eer,patitrol of the trim, _~ 
Gonerally spdakirig,, %;tho."limit. to ..the aerodynamic rafinement 

. 
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possible for a hull does not appear to be well defined; 
the actual extent depending on the requirem+ntsof the de- 
sign. - -.- 

Figure 10, CT = 5.0 to 6.d,, shows some stick-ing of 
moael 75 at 8' trim for load coefficients of 0.2.apa 0.3. 
In this case, the: increase in resistance is caused by 
spray fron the forebody running over the afterbody chine 
and u$ the'side of the basic form; it is no?, likely to be 
met with in practice because of the high trim at which it 
occurs. The water performance of model 75 could be im- 
proved by increasing the width of.the afterbody and carry- 
ing the afterbody chine farther'forward'but here again a 
compromise must be made with the requiremen,! of low aero- .- ._. 
dynamic drag. 

Typical spray photographs at high speeas (figs. 15 
and 16) illustrate the adverse'effect of the close adher- 
ence of the models to the form for low aerodynanic dr.ag on 
the cleanness of running. In figure 15(a) the resistance 

,anci stabi.liCy.of'nodel 74-A. are satisfactory but th%re is 
considerable flow over the afterbody and the under side of 
the t'ail. l?igure 15(b) at the same speed. and load but at 
a hi$her:trin shows the model running on the afterbody. 
Only..the-uiiaer 'side of,the tail is wetted. A pi-cture of 
the "aorst:.trinlt. condition between these trims is not avail- 
able',but' the effect on.the spray pattern is sinilar to that 
shown in figure 15(c). 'As pointed out before, this Cocai- 
tion Day be avoided. by holding the trim at high speeds 3% 
5' or lower. 

: . . ; -- -- 
In f.ig'ure 26(a) , hod61 75 is runningl- cleanly at '4' 

trim but, in figures 16(b) and 16(c), the spray ruiis up 
along the basic form because of the insufficient afterboily 
chine in the vicinity 'of the-step: In this- .f&?FaFso, the 
objectionable spray and the'.re'sistance r~$+~.bi? Ire-&t within 
reasonable liu'its'by prop'er' control of'th'e tr'im; *- Y .-- 

. . . * - . . -. -- ,. -i _ -_.-. -. 
Take-o:ff: perfoi-natice.- In'order to~Fcompare‘the two __ -mm--- 

hulls on the basis,-'of t&-off @brformance, &'a‘take-o?ff 
calculation was made f'or a-large hypothetical flging--boa% 
having the following characteristics:. '. -- ..--..-__- 

Gro.ss weight - - 1 2 -.---- - - -'- -: - i50SYsO0 lb. ! _- . . ,_. . ,' 
Wing area - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5,560 sq. f%> 

. . . . . 1-F --- . . . ..-. 

- 
- 
- 

- 

- 
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Horsepower available for take-off - - 15,000 

Wing loading - - - - - - - - - - - - - 45 lb./sq. ft. 

Power loading at take-off- -5- i - - - - 16.7 lb./hp. 

Span - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - 236 ft. 

),i;iean chord - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23.6 ft, 

Geometric aspect ratio - - - - - - - - 10 

Angle of wing setting - - - - - - - - 7" 

Split flaps - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.20 chord . 
0.60 span 

Flap deflection assumed during 
take-off - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 30' 

The take-off is on smooth water with no wind at stand- 
ard sea-level conditions. 

The high-speed resistance for both modeiswas also. 
determined for an angle of wing setting of:5: but was 
higher than that with the wing set at'?". It was inadvis- 
able to use an angle higher than 7' because, in flight, 
the hull tvould then be at some trim lower than that of 
minimum air drag. 

Lift and drag curve.s were estimated from unpublished 
mind-tunnel data. 
flaps down 30'. 

They are shown in figure 17 with the 

It was assumed that the flying boat trimmed freely, 
taking into account the effect of the thrust of the gro- 
pellers, until 55.percent of the get-away-speed was reached, 
at which point the pilot took command and held the trim at;- 
that of.laas't total resistance up to a speed just bolom 
get-away. Tho get-avqay was eff-ec-ted by a..slig,ht pull-up 
to 5O to take off 'tit 14715 feet per seco'nd or 15 percent 

.above the stalling--speed. 

The hull size was assumed to be such that the gross 
load coefficient at rest, C, , was 0.55. This size gave 

R 
a beam of 19..2 feet and the following constants: 

. 

d- 
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A 
c* = --&<;3 = 

. 

C 
R -mm-- = 

R - 64(19,2)' 

11 

n -- 7 
455OGO 

w - 

R 
455000 

(2) 

cv = 
v Y ---m-----m = 3-a --- 

A/z.2 x 19.2 
--(3) - 

24.9 

c*d =. ---x-- = M --- ; 
54(19.2)* 

. . ---- -(4) 
8730000 

The lift and the drag of the wing were computed as 
follows: 

--- .- 

L = l/2 X 0.0'02378 X 5560' CLV2 = 6.60 CLV2 (5) ..__ 

D = l/2 X O.Od2378 X 5560 CDV2 = 6.60 CDV' ( 3 

The thrust curve was assumed to be that produced by 
ten 1,500-horsepower engines with 14-foot constant-speed 
propellers. The power plant of so 1arge.a flying boat 
probably vould have a sma.ller number of more powerful 
units but, in the light of existing data, it was impracti- 
cal to extrapolate any farther. The thrust of the propel- 
lers qas assumed to act S feet above the center of gravity. 
Since the thrust acts to depress the bow of the boat, the 
thrust moments are negative. In the free-to-trim phase of 
the take-off, the crater moments must be equal and opposite 
to the thrust moments, for equilibrium. An example of the 
calculation using this method of considering the thrust 
moment follows: 

S&,mbol --- Defirition m--J-, . . There d.er.$vod Value ,--I 

CA Load coefficient at rest 0.55 
R 

'G Assumed get-away speed, . 
f.p.s. 147.. 5 

% sped coefficient. 2.0 

V Speed, f.p.s. Sq,uation (3) 49.7 
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Symbol _ _---- 

V" 

T 

TCM 

GA 

Definition ---- 

Speed squared 

.Thrust, lb. 

Thrust-moment coefficient 

Where derived Value ._L___c--- -- 

.v2 2,470 

Figure 18 53,300 

Equation (4) -0.049 

First approqimation at. 
load 

Trim, deg. 

Lift coefficient 

Lift, lb. 

Load on water, lb. 

Load- coefficient 

CAR [I- (e>"] 0.490 - 

7 

CL 

L 

A 

Ch 

Figure 10 

Figure 1-7 

Equation (5) 27,000 .- 

250,000 - L 222,900 

Equation (1) 0.490 

4.2 - 

1.66 .- 

This value of load coefficient checks the trial value. 
If it did not do so, the last 6 operations would be re- 
computed, using the last value of loa-d coefficient as the 
trial load. 

Szbol Def in it'ion Where derived Value -I- ---1----- .- -_-_-----_--- _.-_- __ 
. 

CR Resistance coefficient Figure 10 .Q.Q90 

R Resistance, lb. Equation (2) 4-1,000 P- 

CD Drag coefficient Figure. 17 0 .l22 

D Drag ,, lb. Equat-ion- (6) 2,000 

R + D- Iota1 resistance, lb. "i + D 43,000 

Similar computations were made for selected speed co- 
efficients from rest to CV = 3.0, thereby giving the 
free-to-tr-im resistance of the craft up 'tu.t.he point where 
the pilot assumes control. 

- 

The trim is determined from figure 10.. In that fig- 
ure the moment is known and the load is assumed for an 
approximation. The trimming-moment-ode~ficient curves are 
entered at the positive value necessary to balancetho 

II B 
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negative thrust-no::ent coefficient, and the t.rin is doter- 
ninod by interpolating between the load para?i&ers. This 
trin is used to fiind the lift of the mings, Thich mill give 
the load on the water when deducted fron the gross weight. 
This weight should check the load assumed in the first ap- 
proximation. If it does not check, then a new calculation 
must be nade, using the computed load as the second approxi- 
nat&on. after the load on the rrater has been deternined, 

.- 

the resistance can be read from the curves by using the 
trim and visually interpolating between the loads or by 
auxiliary cross plots. The. drag coefficient is found on* 
the lift-drag curves (fig. 17), and the drag is co=:uted 
from the coefficient and added to the resistance. This * 
zrocass is:ropeatod for oath speed coefficient. -- 

The computations for high speeds are made at lo in& 
crenents of trim, and a.trim whose rosistancd~%~~lomer 
than that of the trim on either side of it is cdnsiderod- - - 
best trim. This method of.computation does away with the 
necessity of approximating the load. Roth the speed and ---Y 
the trin being known;' the load is deternfned, - _ 

!FEie resist- 
ance is found from the trim and the load. 
found and added in the usual manner. 

The drag is 
A sample -calculation 

for a trim of 5O follows: 

smnor 
cv 

V 

Jr? . 

L' 

A 

cA 

cR 
B 

D 

R+D 

Ii 

. 

Definftion 

.SpeeC coefficient 

Speed, f.p.e. 

Speed squared 

Lift, lb. 

Load on. mater, 'lb. 

Load coeffLci.ont 

Resistance co.ef.ficient 

Resistance, lb. 

Drag, lb. 

_. Total resistance, lb. 

a . 
- ---___ 

There derived 'Value _-- --- - - : 
4.25 

Tquation '(3) 105.8 - 

V2 11,200 -- - .--__. _ 
Equation (7) 130,OOG 

250,OOO - L 120,opo 

Equation (1) * '0.264 
.-s 

Figure 10 '0.051 

Equation (2) 23,200 
- 

Equation (8) 9,800 

g-f- 3 33,OGO 

the foregoing calculation, tho lift and the drag 
- -- 
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formulas become simply: 
c 

II = 6.60 X 1.74 va = 11.5 Va (7) r 

D = 6.60.X 0.133 V2 = 0.878 P2 (8) 

The values of 1.74 and 0.133 are the lift and the drag 
cosfficients, respectively, at a trim-of 5O (fig. 17). 

Similar computations were made for 4' and 6O trim at 
the 'same speed coefficient and the value of R-I-B at 4’ 
was 33,900 and that at 60 was 33,300. Inasmuch as th-e 
total resistance at 5 o is lower than at either 4’ or 6O, 
5O was considered the best trim at this speed and the re- 
sults for it were plotted in figure 13'. When the best 
trim at high speeds has been added to the free-to-trim low 
speeds, the dotted curve in figure 18 is the result,. The 
air drag plotted does not includ-e the air drag of the hull, 
which i..s included in the tank data. 

idiode 74-A has about t-he same margin of thrust. at the 
high apseds *as it has at the hump, This condition is da- 
sirable because it baiancea the excess thrust so as to 
give a more uniform accelerating force and a smaller take- 
off time. Neglecting the sharp peak of model'75 at the 
hump, which is of so short a duration as to be considered 
of little consequence, the hump values of the resistances 
of the two models are approximately t-he sage. The lam, 
speed and the high-speed resistances of model 75 could b-e _. 
changed so that the accelerating force would be a little 
better balanced, as in model 74-A. by ustng a slightly 
larger hull. l!he -effect of a larger hull is to decrease 
the hump resistance and to increase the high-speed resist- 
ante. The use of a larger hull is not thought advisable 
because the air drag of model 75 is siightly higher than 
that of model 74-A and to make model 75 any larger would 
increase its air drag still more. Also, a decrease in re- 
sistance at high speeds decreases the length of run more 
than a corresponding decrease in resistance at a lower 
speed because the greater the speed, the greater the dis- 
tance traveled in a given time. 

-7 

-, 

- 

:- 
-c 

.- 

i 
-. 

.- 

., 

Tho take-off time and distance were computed as shown 
in reference 6 an.d are as follows: 

Model ‘Time, sec. alstance, ft. a 
-.. 

74-A 85 .7,800 4 .; 
75 80.5 5,wo 
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AEBODYXAtiIC TESTS 

Apparatus and Procedure 

The aerodynamic tests of mod'els 74 and 75 mere nade in 
the N.A.C.A. 20-foot wind tunnel. The node18 were mounted 
in an inverted position on a strut in a-manner sinilar to 
that described in reference 1. The supportjng structure. .-- 
for these tests, however,' was entirely shielded by a strean- 
line fairrng extending to within l/8 inch of the surface of 
the hull. No tare-drag tests were made and no lift meas- 
urenonts were taken. - 

The models were tested at pitch angles ranz?n 
-6' to 13O at approximately 2-1/2O intervals. 

Ati.g3 I 

pitch setting, measurements mere-.ma$e at 10 air speeds 
ranging from 45 to 110 niles per hour. At the highest ...__. 
speed, the Reynolds Number was approximately 10,000,000. . -_ - 7 

The part of the jet in which the models mere located 
has a static-pressure gradient along the jet axfs. In 
these..teste, the-resulting horizontal-buoyancy tiorredtion 
amounted to.,about 14 percant of the minimum drag of the 
hulls. - 

Values of measured drag were plotted-against dynanic 
pressure, 9,. for each pitch angle. -Values-taken fron 
these curves at an arbitrary value of q were corrected 
for horizontal buoyancy and then plotted in the form of- - 
drag coefficients against pitch angle. ___i _ -- .. .- ._____ I 

- 
I.nasmuch as the balanc'e was designed -to cope with 

fluctuating loads many tfmes the nagnftude of those en- .- 
countered in these tests, a calibration was made to deter- --. ' 
mine its .suitability. The drag ,sc,ale- was fo..und to-check 
its calibration, in goneral, 
dication of fricti0.n .e.ffe'cts. 

within 3~0.1 po?~+d~.nit'h.no in- - 
The points ,on' the p.lots of 

,drag again.st dynamic pressure were,, with fe-ti e%Eeptions, - 

.mithin J;O.l .pound of a straight' lfne drawn through them. 
The resultrng points on the, curv.as of dra.g coefficient 
kgainst pitch angle mere mutually consistent .to .a degrc'e 
indrcating a maximum error in drag maasurebont of LO.12 ._ 

pound. It is therefore thought that the--balance Peadings- 
are accurate-to vAtbiT; *a,'15 pound, or less than %5 per- 

. . cent'over the range,.of,.p.ftch angles coverod. In the--r+ 
gion,of minimum drag, the points 'apseare.d no're consistent 
and the error may be slightly 18.88. 
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Results and Discussion 

The drag curves for models 74 and 75 are given in fig- 
ures 19 and 20, respectively. In both of these figures 
the drag coefficient, CD = drag/qA, is based on the max- 
imum cross-sectional area of tho model. It is possible to 
estimate the drag of model 74-A by assuming that tho change 
is chiefly duo to changing the depth of the step. Using 
the corrective factor derived in reference 1 and assuming 
it to be valid at other angles of pitch, the drag coeffi- 
cient of model 74-A is found to be greater than that of 
mod.el 74 by 0.003. The resulting curve is included in fig& 
ure 19. The true drag curve for model 74-A probably lies 
somewhere between the two curves of figure 19. 

The minimum drag coefficient based on cross-sectional 
area is seen to be 0.092 for mod-e1 74-A and 0.094 for model 
75. In both cases, 
of about --lo. 

minimum drag occurs at a pitch angle 
Using a drag coefficient-based on the two- 

thirds power of the volume, the value is 0.0325 for model 
74-A and 0.0342 for model 75. The minimum drag coeffi- 
cients of the two models based on the cross-sectional aroa 
therefore differ by 2.2 
cients based on (volume) 

From a comparison of the data omeference 1 and these 
tests, it might appear that models 74-A-and 75 do not rep- 
resent much of an imp,rovement over N,A,.C.A, mQdolS 11-A. . 
and 26 as far as minimum drag.is concerned. The. minimum 
drag coefficient of model 26 is the same as. that of nodol 
74-A and lower than that of node1 75: Tho.nininum drag 
coefficients of models 74-A and 75 based on the tno-th.irds 
power of the volume, however, are lower. than any reported 
in reference 1. 

/ 
Bar a spacific design probiom, the size of the hull- 

may be governed by the necessity -of'having certain sea- 
worthiness and take-off characterist,ics,and enough ,space 
for the suitable accommodation of the useful load. It is 
necessary, therefore, to make a detaiied'analysis of each 
case in order to d.etermine the relative merits of differ- 
ent hull forms on ,the basis of drag. 

The models of the present investigation have their 
minimum drag occurring at a lower pitch angle than either 
model 11-A or model 26. The computation of tak&off per- 
formance has already shown this feature to be a definite 
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advantage. Models 11-A and 26 are of a lower fineness ra- 
tio than the models of this investigation and do not have. 
a comparable extension for the support of the tail surfaces. 
At .pitch angles other than that of minimum drag, models. 

- 

74-A and 75 are seen to be of merit in that their drag in- 
. creases.1ss.s with pitch angle than the drag of any of the 

models of roferenco 1. 
. 

. - CONCLUDING REBARKS . . 

"The present tests illustrate how.tho aerodynamic drag 
of a flying-boat hull may be reduced by following closely 
the.form of a low-drag aerodynamic body and also. the man- 
ner in which the extent of the aerodynamic.refinement is 
limited by poorer hydrodynamic performance, This limit is 
not sharply defined but is first evidenc.ed by,an abnormal 
flow of water over certain Farts of the form accompanied 
by a sharp increase in resistance, i.e., lfsticking.ll In 
the case of models 74-A and 75, the sticking occurs only at 
certain combinations of speed, 1oad;and trim and can be 
avoided by proper control of the trim at high water speeds. 

Uodel 75 has higher water 
_ . , 

resistance at low speeds 
and 1ower:resistance nt'very high speeds than-does model 
74-A. With constant-speed propellers and high take-off 
speeds, it dppoars.that the form of model 75 would givo 
slightly better take-off performance; Xodcl 74-A, hoFever, 
has lowerraerodynamic drag than does model 75 for the same 
volume of hull. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., September 20, 1938; 
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Figure I.- Dietribution of volnne of basic streamline form as compared with typical airehip forma 
ad nith N.A.C.A. fuselage form 211. 
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Figure 4. - Model 74-A 

- 

Figure 5. - bfodel 75 
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Figure 6. 
Speed coeffioient, 0~ - -_- 

- Modele 74A and 75. Results of free-to-trim teats (OAo - 0.6) 



CV = 1.9? 7 - 5.20 

0, = 2.23 7 - 7.10 

N.A.C.A. Technical Note No.668 Fig.(7a) 

Figure ?(a). - Spray photographs of model 74-A free-to-trim. 
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cV = 3.72 

T = 8.9’ 

I- = 3.6' 

Figure 7(b). - Spray photographs of model 74-a free-to-trim. 
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Cv = 1.98 T = 5.00 

. a, = 2.33 T = 6.3O 

Figure 8(a) l Spray photographs of model 75 free-to-trim. 
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% = 2.66 

% = 4.17 
9 

Ov = 5.12 

Fig.(8b) 

T = 0.9O 

: 

Figure 8(b).- Spray photographs of model 75 free-to-trim. 
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(b) Cv - 5.30 -r - 8O CA = .05 

Figure 15. - Spray photograph8 of model 74-A at fixed trim. 
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(a) Cv = 5.38 I- = 4O Oh = .05 

(b) 0~ =I 5.20 T = 8O CA = ,05 

(0) Ov = 5.24 I- = 60 OA = .20 

Figure 16. - Spray photographs of model 75 at fixed trim. 
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Pigwe 19.- Drag coefficients for model 74 and eitixated change due 
to modification of model 74 to model 74-A. 
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